Directions to Research Parking in Lambert

**From Union Street:**
Cross Union Street Bridge into West Lafayette, go straight on Union which turns into Northwestern Street. Go straight and look for McDonald’s on the right hand side of the street. At the intersection of Northwestern and Stadium Streets (near McDonald’s) turn left. After you turn left onto Stadium take an immediate right into a small parking lot. As you turn into this lot, it may look to be a one-way-the-wrong-way entrance. Do not worry, it is not a one way. This lot has a reserved parking space for the Motor Development Lab. The space is marked “Reserved Spot #14”. There will be an experimenter waiting for you with a parking permit. This experimenter will also bring you to the lab.

**From 26:**
Cross the bridge into West Lafayette. Turn right onto Grant Street. At the intersection of Grant and Northwestern Street, turn left onto Northwestern. Go straight and look for McDonald’s on the right hand side of the street. At the intersection of Northwestern and Stadium Streets (near McDonald’s) turn left. After you turn left onto Stadium take an immediate right into a small parking lot. As you turn into this lot, it may look to be a one-way-the-wrong-way entrance. Do not worry, it is not a one way. This lot has a reserved parking space for the Motor Development Lab. The space is marked “Reserved Spot #14”. There will be an experimenter waiting for you with a parking permit. This experimenter will also bring you to the lab.

**From 52:**
Exit from 52 onto Northwestern Street. Go straight on Northwestern Street, after you pass Mackey Arena on your right you arrive at the intersection of Northwestern and Stadium Street. Turn right onto Stadium. After you turn onto Stadium take an immediate right into a small parking lot. As you turn into this lot, it may look to be a one-way-the-wrong-way entrance. Do not worry, it is not a one way. This lot has a reserved parking space for the Motor Development Lab. The space is marked “Reserved Spot #14”. There will be an experimenter waiting for you with a parking permit. This experimenter will also bring you to the lab.

The lot to the right of Lambert has a reserved spot for your parking convenience. A research assistant will meet you outside in the parking lot and direct you where to go. A map of the whole campus is located on the back of this page.